
1.0 RECOVERY TOW-LINK SYSTEMS

Loadquip is the manufacturing arm of CMP Engineers. Together the two
companies have been supplying heavy mobile equipment solutions to the
mining industry for over twenty years. In response to the apparent need for a
safe means of towing disabled mining trucks, Loadquip designed a Recovery
Tow-Link.

This device, shown below installed between two Komatsu 830E trucks,
provides a rigid link with the capacity for towing and braking loads, thus
removing the potential for collision between the two vehicles. The towed truck
must have steering and braking control, either via an auxiliary power unit or a
‘buddy system’ between the trucks. For most trucks the installation of the
Recovery Tow-Link does not require any modification to either truck, so any
truck in the fleet can be used as a towing vehicle on short notice.

Figure 1- Loadquip Recovery Tow-Link; Komatsu 830E to 830E.

The components of the Recovery Tow-Link are the Axle Beam (attached to
the towing truck axle), the two part Draw-Bar (comprising a Long Draw-Bar
and Short Draw-Bar), and the Bumper Beam (attached to the front bumper of
the disabled truck). The attachment of the beams only requires the installation
of two pins to secure them to each truck.
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As of July 2013 there are approximately fifteen Recovery Tow-Links are in
service covering Komatsu 830E, 930E and 960E, Caterpillar 793 and 789,
and Hitachi EH3500, EH4500 and EH5000 trucks. These units share a
common two part Draw-Bar and the Axle and Bumper Beams are changed to
suit the different trucks. This change involves the removal of a single pin.

2.0 RECOVERY TOW-LINK TRAILER

In its basic form the Recovery Tow-Link is installed with the assistance of a
mobile crane. Whilst this method is relatively simple, the need for the crane
can prolong the recovery task if one is not available. To address this Loadquip
has further developed the device as the Recovery Tow-Link Trailer. In this
form, shown in the following image, the original Recovery Tow-Link has been
converted to a towable unit with hydraulic systems to enable installation
without the use of a crane.

Figure 2- Loadquip Recovery Tow-Link Trailer.
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The basic Recovery Tow-Link forms the backbone for the trailer with brackets
added for attachment of the trailer elements. The main additions to form the
trailer are the Light Truck Draw Bar, the Power Pack and the Suspension Unit.
The Light Truck Draw-Bar attaches the Recovery Tow-Link Trailer to the light
truck for towing and installation. The Light Truck Draw-Bar rotates to be stored
under the two part Draw-Bar during the actual recovery process.

Figure 3- Recovery Tow-Link Trailer in operation.

The Power Pack provides dual functions. It provides hydraulic power to
manipulate the Recovery Tow-Link into position and also hydraulic and
electrical power to energise the braking and steering systems on the disabled
truck, where this facility is required. The Suspension Unit connects the axle
assembly and various hydraulic cylinders to the Recovery Tow-Link so it can
be raised and lowered, moved fore and aft, and side to side. In travel mode
the Suspension Unit is locked at the ride height and the unit provides the
function of a conventional suspension system. During the recovery operation
the axle is fully raised to maximise ground clearance.
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3.0 SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications (subject to change)

Weight 5.0 t

Brakes 5.0t Capacity ‘S’ Cam Drum

Brake Actuation Inertia Actuated

Park Brake Cable – (chocks recommended)

Light Truck Draw Bar Coupling Ring Type Coupling

Light Truck Draw Bar Vertical Load (Static) 500 kg

Tyres 9/5R17.5 Tubeless

Maximum Speed 50 kph

Power Pack
Power Rating

Hydraulic Supply
Electrical Supply

Diesel
18.7 kW @ 2600 rpm
17 MPa at 45.3 l/min

24V 35A

Control Handheld Remote Unit -
Rechargeable

Trailer Motion Raise/Lower
Fore/Aft

Left/Right
Light Truck Draw Bar Tilt
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Figure 4 - Transport Dimensions (Axle and Bumper Beams removed and
packaged separately).
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4.0 OPERATION

Images showing the various configurations of the Recovery Tow-Link Trailer
are included at the end of this document.

Procedure for installation and towing:

1. When required the Recovery Tow-Link Trailer will be hitched to a

suitably sized light truck and towed to the breakdown site, as shown in

Figure 5 below.

Figure 5 - Recovery Tow-Link Trailer towed to the breakdown site.

2. The Recovery Tow-Link Trailer is reversed up to the front bumper of

the disabled vehicle to approximately the correct longitudinal and

lateral position for the Bumper Beam to engage with the disabled truck.

3. The pin between the Long Draw-Bar and the Short Draw-Bar is

removed. This allows extension and retraction of the two part Draw-

Bar.

4. In this position the Power Pack is started and the various actuators are

used to align the Bumper Beam with the bumper and insert the

attachment pins.

5. With the Bumper Beam attached the light truck can be uncoupled.

6. The Light Truck Draw-Bar is rotated and stowed under the Long Draw-

Bar, as shown in Figure 6.

7. The Long Draw-Bar is retracted and the towing truck is reversed to the

approximate position to attach the Axle Beam.

8. The trailer hydraulics is used to align the Axle Beam.
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Figure 6 –Recovery Tow-Link Trailer - Light Truck Draw-Bar stowed.

9. The towing truck is inched forwards and rearwards for the pin between

the Long and Short Draw-Bars to be inserted.

10.With the Recovery Tow-Link fully installed the Suspension Unit axle is

fully raised for travel.

11.The Power Pack is shut down and the various hydraulic and electrical

connections are made to the disabled truck.

12.The Power Pack is started to energise the disabled truck systems.

13.The system is ready for towing as shown in Figure 7.

14.Procedure is reversed for removal after towing.

(For clarity, the above procedure omits the handling of several safety pins)

Figure 7 –Recovery Tow-Link Trailer - Ready for towing.
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